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Sensibilities — transmedia installation
Technical rider
requirements
4 fullHD multimedia monitors (at least 24” recommended) with USB port and
headphones out. Each monitor plays one looping video, reading from a USB flash
drive.
5 good-quality headphones (ex. Audio-Technica ATH-M40)
2 devices (+ charger) capable of playing a looping mp3 file and sending it via
Bluetooth. Ex. smartphone, tablet. The suggested app to play the file is VLC.
1 device (+ charger) with headphones out, capable of playing a looping wav file. The
suggested app to play the file is VLC. Ideally, this device should be invisible or covered
by some neutral material (e.g. a white or black cloth). It should be inaccessible to the
audience.
4 AC 230V for the monitors + 3 for the devices + 1 for the black box (provided by the
author)

site-specific elements
This installation was conceived to be adapted to the available location. I need at least
one full day to install all the elements, choosing how to dispose them in space. Ideally,
I will try to incorporate site-specific elements such as tables, surfaces, walls, columns.
Technical assistance and practical help is needed, during the time of the preparation.

However, the following materials are usually needed:

-

4 tables, either white or black, about 80 x 120cm (height 75cm)
6 chairs, either white or black
a wall, or a column
4 LED spotlights with tripods

recharging between opening hours
The following elements have to be recharged between the opening hours of the
exhibition:

- 1 iPad (AC 230V)
- 2 Bluetooth portable speakers (USB to computer)
- 1 camera battery (AC 230V)
Once a day, the black cloth covering the box has to be sprayed (right under the hole,
on the internal side) with a sample of “Chanel N° 5 L’Eau”. One spray is more than
enough.
The installation can run for about 4 hours, before needing to be recharged. In case of
longer opening hours, the iPad can be plugged permanently, and a replacement
battery for the camera can be provided. The Bluetooth speakers can last a whole day.

